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ABSTRACT 

Conte xt:  The Big Enterprises all over the world are setting up their services in cloud as this is 
cheaper and offers a lot of other benefits. These services have to be updated from time to time and for 
this, the enterprises have to upgrade their systems in the cloud. During these upgrades, the enterprises 
face a lot of problems known as compatibility issues. The companies are investing big time to avoid 
these compatibility issues. The investment could be in money, time, labor etc. also known as effort. 
Therefore, it is in our interest to attempt to reduce this effort. 
Objectives: In this study, our main objectives are to calculate the effort required to maintain the 
backward compatibility during the upgrade process in the cloud and to find ways to reduce this effort. 
Reducing the effort will help the companies cut down their investment. A hypothesis was introduced 
saying that the network usage was dependent on the upgrade method chosen. 
Method s: We have chosen experimentation to be the suitable research method. To run our 
experiments, we have created a virtual environment similar to that of Ericsson. The experimental 
values were recorded. 
Results: We recorded the values such as code complexity, total time for the upgrade process and the 
network usage during the experiment. Using these values, we tried to estimate the effort and scale it to 
real time scenarios. Using ANOVA we proved that our null hypothesis was correct. The results have 
then been discussed in detail and RQ1 is answered. Later RQ2 is answered based on the answer for 
RQ1. 
Conclu sions: Through our analysis we were able to get a rough estimate of the effort (labor, time, 
cost) required to maintain backward compatibility. We propose that the existence of the tool 
mentioned will reduce the effort considerably. The features of the tool are explained in detail. Some 
future work as the actual development of the tool has been suggested. 

Keywords: Upgrades, Backward Compatibility, Avro. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
There are a large number of telecom systems all over the world. Tons of data is being 

transferred between these systems every second. These systems are upgraded on regular 
basis for various purposes. During the upgrade phase of the systems in a server, they are 
bound to be some compatibility issues. The compatibility issues are nothing but the 
irregularities in the functioning of the software because of some unknown data from the new 
software or the older one, difference in the hardware etc. There is a huge investment of time 
and money to avoid these issues, and to complete the upgrade processes within the least time 
possible. For all this effort to have backward compatibility and to finish the upgrade process 
efficiently, a lot of planning is required. There are big enterprises all over the world, 
planning and implementing strategies to reduce this effort. Ericsson is one of those 
companies.  

 
Ericsson was founded by Lars Magnus Ericsson in 1876. Its head office is in Stockholm, 

Sweden. It focuses mainly on the networking area in the telecom sector. There are 39,000 
patents of Ericsson worldwide. Ericsson is one among the world’s top IT service providers. 
It is having the world’s largest network with half of the mobile operators around the world 
choosing it. Ericsson is working with an interest in ICT and wants the networking world to 
become more sustainable[1].  

 
Ericsson has found Avro tool as a solution for solving some of the compatibility issues. 

Our goal is mainly focused on comparing the complexity of different upgrade strategies with 
and without Avro’s support in backward compatibility and also to determine the effort 
required to maintain the backward compatibility. We have also tried to find ways to reduce 
this effort. 

  
The upgrading of systems should be done to improve the performance of the service, fix 

bugs, and deploy new software versions etc. Software needs to be updated because new 
features are added regularly and sometimes minor errors caused by internal factors need to 
be resolved. While upgrading the cloud or the server, it is bound to have a mix of both new 
and old software versions. This is so because all the systems cannot be upgraded at once. 
The software packages are going to change with some added/removed features in the guest 
operating system [2]. 

 
Most of the time the systems in the cloud need to store and retrieve some kind of data to 

carry out their services. Here, during an upgrade process, there is a need for the new 
instances to understand the data format of the older instances because there will be a mix of 
both until the whole upgrade process is complete. Both the software and database are 
affected during upgrade.   

 
In addition, similar problems occur when the programming interfaces used for 

communication between instances, changes the data format. The complexity of performing 
an upgrade comes from the need to support different versions of data structures stored in the 
database. There is a need to support other factors such as hardware changes or platform 
changes etc. There is a lot of effort required to maintain the backward compatibility in a 
cloud. 

1.1 Significance of Upgrades  
 

Addition of new features or functionalities to the system is known as update. When an 
upgrade is considered, it is defined as an installation of newer versions but not just the 
addition of new functionalities. An upgrade could be something like a change in the whole 
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GUI of the software, while an update is much smaller, something like a small functionality 
added. When new features are added to the newly upgraded software version, it should 
efficiently support different data formats and schemas to ensure backward compatibility. 

                   
Upgrades are really important in the sense that, if we take telecom systems there is a need 

for the system to be highly-available. So the downtime of the system is minimized to less 
than 4-5 times a year. The services that are offered by these systems should be less 
interrupted because of availability requirement [2]. Downtime is the time during which the 
systems are unable to perform their task. 

1.2 Significance of Backward Compatibility 
 

Maintaining backward compatibility is a very important factor during the upgrade 
process. In order to maintain backward compatibility many factors such as the upgrade 
methods, software being upgraded etc. play a huge role. The ideal upgrade method would be 
the one which is least time taking and makes it easy to maintain backward compatibility at 
the same time. 

 
If compatibility of the older and newer software’s has been neglected, then there is every 

chance for the server to crash and the company incurs a huge loss because of the service not 
functioning properly. 

1.3 Terminology 
 
 To avoid confusion, some terms are discussed in this section. Whenever the term 

system is stated, it actually refers to a group of systems working together to offer some kind 
of service. The term instance refers to a system in the group of systems working together to 
offer that service. The term effort refers to time or labor or money required (spent) to 
overcome a certain issue to maintain backward compatibility. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Docker 
 

Docker is used for virtualizing an environment that is required to perform the 
experiments. Docker is the world’s leading software containerization platform. It has 
containers instead of virtual machines directly, and these containers have what is required to 
run i.e. code, runtime, system tools, and system libraries etc. These containers are installed 
on server. This ensures that irrespective of the environment the software will always run 
identically [9]. 

 
Docker is a lightweight application whose containers share the same operating system 

kernel on a single machine with lesser usage of memory(RAM). It is built with open 
standards, so it is platform independent. Also, there is an added layer of protection for 
applications in each container to separate them from each other and also the cloud 
infrastructure. 

 
Comparison of Containers and Virtual Machines: 

Containers and virtual machines have similar resource isolation and allocation benefits – 
but, a different architectural approach grants containers more portability and efficiency [9].  

 

  
 

Fig 2.1 Docker Containers 
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Fig 2.2 Virtual Machines 

 
Figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 show the main architectural difference between Docker and 

virtual machines. As we can see, Docker containers share the OS of the system, whereas 
each VM has its own guest OS. Due to this, the containers startup is much faster when 
compared to VMs as the VMs have to initiate everything from the beginning during their 
startup. This is not the case with containers. Docker is easy to scale up or down when 
compared to the other VM software. We can easily add or remove containers as needed. 
Since Docker separates the problem container by an easy identification, we can quickly roll 
back to make the necessary changes and also update the running service before the problem 
becomes big. 

2.2 Schemas 
 
We have used two schemas in our experiments. Here is a brief overview of those schemas: 

JSON schema: 
JSON known as JavaScript Object Notation is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is a 
text format which is totally independent of language but makes use of conventions that are 
known to many developers in various languages. These features make JSON an ideal choice 
for data interchange activities[10]. 

 
JSON is built on two structures:  

 “A collection of name/value pairs. In various languages this is realized as an object, 
record, struct, dictionary, hash table, keyed list or associative array” [10]. 

 “An ordered list of values. In various languages, this is realized as an array, vector, 
list or sequence” [10]. 

A JSON object is an unordered set of name/value pairs. Where name is followed by a (:) 
[colon] and name/value pairs are separated by (,) [comma] 
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Fig 2.3 Diagram of JSON object 

 
 
 
Avro schema: 
“Apache Avro is a data serialization system. Avro provides [11]: 
 Rich data structures 
 A compact, fast, binary data format. 
 A container file, to store persistent data. 
 Remote procedure call (RPC) 
 Supports integration with dynamic languages”.  
 
Avro schemas are defined in JSON format and Avro facilitates implementation in 

languages that already have JSON libraries. Changes in the schema like 
added/removed/missed fields are handled by Avro, so that older versions of the software can 
read new data and new versions are able to read the old data. When Avro’s data is read, the 
schema used while writing the data is present all the time. This makes each data object to be 
written with no overheads, making serialization fast and efficient. 

2.3 Build tool 
 

Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on the 
concept of a project object model (POM), Maven can manage a project’s build, reporting and 
documentation from a central piece of information [12]. 

2.4 Database 
 
“Apache Cassandra is a massively scalable open source NoSQL database. Cassandra is 
perfect for managing large amounts of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data 
across multiple data centers and the cloud. Cassandra delivers continuous availability, linear 
scalability, and operational simplicity across many commodity servers with no single point 
of failure, along with a powerful dynamic data model designed for maximum flexibility and 
fast response times” [13]. 

2.5 Upgrade strategies 
 

A service running on a cloud cannot be interrupted or stopped for a long time during an 
upgrade of the systems running it. If services are repeatedly interrupted for a long time, the 
company is sure to incur huge losses. This is the reason we have upgrade strategies.  

 
 Single upgrade: 
Here each instance in the cloud or server is upgraded at a time i.e. a system transmitting 

data is stopped; new software version is uploaded, and that system is restarted. This way all 
the instances running that service are upgraded. 
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 Multiple upgrade: 
This is similar to the single upgrade however there are a group of instances which are 
upgraded all at once. 
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3 RELATED WORK 
 
There is a lot of research going on to reduce the backward compatibility issues faced by 

the systems in cloud. Due to the variety of services provided, there is a huge demand for 
cloud and many systems are being implemented on it. Many researchers have suggested 
different ways to implement this and have implemented them. 

 
In this research paper the author mainly focused on the challenges of upgrades in cloud in 

high availability perspective. They consider the issues that arise during the upgrade in cloud. 
The present cloud management standards were investigated and found that they do not 
provide any information on upgrades. The IaaS cloud has been taken to develop a research 
model and some upgrades were performed which resulted in showing impact on the 
resources of the system as dependencies are committed in between them. Then an 
infrastructure model was developed with the dependencies taken into consideration and the 
limitations of the upgrade actions [2]. 

 
  In this research paper, research has been done on online upgrades that are currently used 
by many industry systems across various multi-domains. They have focused on what 
happens when there are mixed versions. While performing upgrades data loss as well as 
compatibility problems are caused by these mixed versions. They have presented an online 
tool, by using this tool they have presented a mathematical model and calculated the risk of 
upgrade as low or high so that we can make a decision on upgrades [3]. 

   
In this research paper authors investigated the online upgrades in enterprise systems. 

They researched the existing upgrade techniques, their advantages and disadvantages. They 
have challenged and proposed a fault model that provides end-to-end upgrades along with 
dependability and adaptability. In this model they have evaluated four types of errors: simple 
configuration errors, data-access errors, broken dependencies, semantic errors. There system 
separates the dependencies as well as escapes the creation of mixed versions, reduces the 
down time but it needs extra space for storage and hardware [5].  

 
In this research paper the authors have explained about how cloud computing is evolving 

to provide high availability services for many critical systems. They have collected some 
data of few cloud applications and analyzed them at levels IaaS, SaaS and PaaS. They have 
focused on challenges and opportunities for upgrades in cloud and on why there is some 
unavailability during upgrades due to the planned downtime. [4]. 

 
In this research paper the authors have done a research on how the operations like 

installation, upgrade etc. affect the cloud. They have shown interest on recovering the 
failures occurring during these upgrades. They have proposed eight recovery patterns for this 
purpose. They can know which pattern is possible and which is not in the context of cloud 
operations. They have also proposed three performance metrics for evaluation recovery cost, 
recovery time, recovery impact [6]. 

 
In this research paper the authors investigated on the schema which has as set of rules for 

major, minor and patch releases called semantic versioning schema. Backward compatibility 
is necessary for users during upgrades in order to avoid any risks in the system. They have 
taken the analysis of library release history of apache maven which is a software 
management tool. They have focused on determining backward incompatible API changes, 
getting subsequent versions and update types and detecting the functionality [7]. 

 
In this research paper the authors present a taxonomy of existing cloud recovery 

strategies. They have divided them into four phases namely sporadic activities, normal 
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activities in both runtime and design phases. Where the sporadic activities include upgrade, 
migration, deployment etc. and the normal activities include the internal processes and 
execution. The research is done  on improving the recovery of sporadic activities [8]. 

 
Ponomarenko et al. [16] discuss about the backward compatibility issues which occur 

during the development of software upgrades or while using software over different 
platforms. The discussion in this paper is mainly based on Linux. They also implement a tool 
and display its practical results. 

 
 Leite et al. [17] tried to solve the issue of data migration between heterogeneous and 

distributed data sources by developing a tool named migratool. This tool has a 3 tier 
architecture implemented using J2EE. The author also states that the proprietary 
representation of the spatial database interoperability is the issue which is solved using this 
tool. Migratool uses Graph Modeling Language (GML) as internal format and is completely 
based on open technologies. 
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4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
4.1 Aim 
 

The aim of this study is to calculate the effort i.e. the time, capital, labor etc. needed to 
maintain backward compatibility during the different upgrade strategies and compare them. 
It was also attempted to propose methods to reduce this effort. Reducing the effort means 
reducing the time taken for the upgrade process, reducing the lines of code etc. 

4.2 Objectives 
 

The following objectives were developed to achieve the mentioned aim: 
 

 Studying about the different upgrade strategies 
 

 Creating the virtual environment similar to Ericsson cloud environment. 
 

 Running the simulations with two different software versions using two different 
upgrade strategies. 

 

 Analyzing the experimental results and calculate the effort 

4.3 Research Questions 
 

RQ1: What is the effort required to maintain backward compatibility in cloud? 
Motivation: This research question was developed to understand how much effort is 
needed to maintain backward compatibility in cloud during different upgrade strategies, 
so that the data can be used to draw some helpful conclusions to reduce the effort. 
 
RQ2: How could this effort required to maintain backward compatibility be reduced? 
Motivation: One of the goals of this study is to find out the effort needed and ways to 
reduce it. Reducing the effort helps in saving time and money. Results gathered for this 
research question may help in deriving good strategies to reduce the effort. 
 
Based on the research questions the following hypothesis have been formulated: 
H0: The load on the network remains the same regardless of the upgrade method chosen.  
Ha: The load on the network varies with the type of upgrade method chosen. 

4.4 Limitations 
 
Some possible limitations of this study are: 

 
1. All the data gathered is based on a system with only 6 instances, but this is not the 

case in the real world, so the values are scaled up to be analyzed i.e. the values are 
not the exact values as in real time scenario. 
 

2. Also as this is not a real time environment, some real time factors like hardware 
problems during the upgrades, the speed of the team responsible for the upgrades 
etc. are not included. 
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5 METHODOLOGY 
 

Experimentation was chosen as the research method for this study. Experimentation is a 
method used to simulate real time scenarios and calculate the variables needed to be altered 
in the simulated environment [18]. Experiment was chosen so that we could obtain the 
values for as close to the real values as possible for our study. The research methods survey 
and interview provide data which is not so reliable as, all most of the data obtained is 
personal opinions, so these were ruled out. Case study could have been a possibility but it 
was found that there was not much literature even at Ericsson, so it was also ruled out. 
Finally, experimentation was chosen as our research method after referring to Ref. [18].  

5.1 Scenario 
 

At Ericsson there are huge number of telecom systems in the cloud, running services. 
These systems are continuously uploading or downloading data and processing it. Whenever 
Ericsson wants to introduce a major upgrade to these systems, there are few compatibility 
issues between the old version and the new version, even after extensive testing. Using Avro 
has of course reduced some of these issues, but some of these issues still persist. 

 
We tried to simulate this scenario with 6 systems and a Cassandra database using Docker. 

5.2 Test Bed 
 

The test bed has been created on Ubuntu 14.04 system. Docker a virtualization tool, was 
installed then 6 instances (virtual systems) along with a Cassandra database were created. 
Two software versions were created, where the difference between both are that the first 
version contains timestamps with both date and time, whereas the second version contains 
timestamps with only date. These same kind of versions have been created with and without 
Avro. Then, version one was setup in all the six instances and experiment was run with both 
the upgrades. The various complexities were calculated. 

 
The described test bed looks as follows in figure 5.1, where we have all the 6 instances 

reading and writing data to the Cassandra database. The different software versions with and 
without Avro are setup in these 6 instances as needed to calculate the various complexities 
on this test bed.  

  

 
Fig 5.1 Experimental setup 
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For single upgrade strategy we start the 6 instances and while its running we stop one 

instance setup the second version on it and run it. This is done for all the 6 instances. As for 
multiple upgrades, we stop 2 instances setup the second version in them and start them again. 
This is done for all the 6 in pairs of two. It’s the same for both with and without Avro 

5.3 Performance Metrics 
 

Three performance metrics chosen are code complexity, total time for upgrading all 
instances and network usage for different upgrade strategies mentioned before. These 
metrics will help us analyze the experimental results and better study the scenario. 

 
This analysis of performance metrics will help us calculate the effort needed to maintain 

backward compatibility during the different upgrade strategies both with and without Avro. 
 

(i) Code Complexity  
Lines of code (LOC) is a software metric used to measure the size of a computer program 

by counting the number of lines in the text of the program’s source code.  
 
LOC is typically used to predict the amount of effort that will be required to develop a 

program, as well as to estimate programming productivity or maintainability once the 
software is produced. This is mainly measured to know the volume of the code needed to 
maintain backward compatibility. 

 
LOC was chosen instead of other methods to calculate code complexity because we just 

need the overview of the code and that’s exactly what we get form LOC. Also using LOC we 
can avoid the extra complexity that other methods provide [21]. 
 
(ii) Total Time for upgrading all instances  

It is defined as the total time of execution of the different upgrade strategies. This will 
help us analyze the effort in this case time required to execute the upgrade strategies while 
maintaining backward compatibility. 

 
This variable will tell us approximately how much time we need to spend to avoid 

compatibility issues or to reduce them. So, time is also an important factor in measuring the 
effort required to maintain backward compatibility. 

 
(iii) Network Usage 

During the upgrades it is also necessary to calculate the load on the server that is the 
network usage for both with and without Avro. From this metric we can see which 
combination puts a lesser overhead on the network. Network usage indirectly affects the 
effort we are calculating i.e. if the overhead is more we will need better code or equipment to 
prevent the overhead from affecting the upgrade methods performance. This will lead to 
increase in the cost, labor or time, hence increasing the effort. Wireshark tool has been used 
to measure network usage. It is the world’s foremost network protocol analyzer. Captured 
network data can be browsed via a GUI. It reads/writes many different capture file formats: 
tcpdump (libpcap), etc. [15]. 

 
Having lesser overhead is also important in order to avoid problems like server crash, or 

performance deterioration etc. In order to avoid these problems while maintaining backward 
compatibility is important as we don’t want any disturbances in the service. 
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5.4 Validity threats 
Internal validity threats:  

For the experiments a virtual environment simulating that of the Ericsson real time 
environment was created. Here there is a threat that the simulated environment may not 
anywhere near similar to the real environment, then the results recorded will not be of any 
value. To eliminate this threat, we checked with our supervisor at Ericsson at every step and 
later verified it with him until we were satisfied. 
 
External validity threats: 

While recording the network usage data or the load on the server, other applications 
running on the system being used for the experiment might alter the results and we might not 
get the accurate results. In order to avoid this threat, it was taken care that no other 
applications other than Wireshark and Docker are running. This has ensured that we are only 
calculating the load on the server by the instances running on Docker. 
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6 APPROACH 
6.1 Technology 
 

As the primary motive was to simulate the Ericsson real time environment we also had 
to employ the same technologies as Ericsson to make it as close to the real thing as possible. 
To find out about the technologies Ericsson uses and to decide upon the technologies that 
will be used, a few brainstorm sessions with the technical supervisor at Ericsson were 
conducted. After all those sessions it was decided that the following technologies will be 
used; 

 Operating system: Linux 
 Build tool: Maven 
 Programming Language: Java 
 Database: Cassandra 

For virtualizing the environment between VMware and Docker, Docker was chosen because 
it is light weight and Cassandra is not compatible with VMware. 

6.2 Setup 
 

First for installing Docker you need to have curl installed. If curl is not installed, it 
needs to be installed. Docker can be installed using the following command: 

         ------$ curl –fsSL https://get.docker.com/ | sh 
After installing Docker an instance was created with Ubuntu 14.04 as its operating 

system using the command: 
          ------$ sudo Docker run –i -t Ubuntu:14.04 bash 
    Where, 

 -i flag tells Docker to connect to STDIN on the container. 
                -t flag specifies to get a pseudo-terminal. 

We are inside the container and we need to setup Java, Avro and Maven in the instance. 
This is because the new Docker instance is just like a new computer without any software. 
So there is a need to install all the necessary tools. First programming four software versions 
for our experiment in this instance because 2 are with Avro and 2 are without Avro was 
finished. Then it was cloned to get 5 more similar instances. Cloning could be done by 
pushing the instance into the Docker hub as an image under the name siva123/goofy and 
later pulling it 5 times to create 5 instances. 
 
Now, we need a database to interact with. Setup the Cassandra database using the following 
command: 

                          ------$ Docker pull Cassandra 
To start a Cassandra instance the following command is used: 

   -------- $ docker run –name some-cassandra –d cassandra:tag  
  Where, 

 some-cassandra is the name you want to assign to your container 
 tag is the tag specifying the Cassandra version you want. 

The following command starts another Cassandra container instance and runs cqlsh against 
your original Cassandra container, allowing to execute cql statements against your database 
instance. This was needed to check if the database is being filled with data and to check if 
the data filled is as expected: 

--------- $ docker run –it –link some-cassandra:cassandra –rm cassandra cqlsh 
cassandra 
   Where, 

 some-cassandra is the name of your original cassandra server container. 

https://get.docker.com/
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6.3 Programming 
 

There are two software versions to be programmed with and without Avro, so there are 
four versions in total that need to be programed. After many discussions it was decided that 
having a single data element change from version one to two will be enough to show the 
backward compatibility issue. This is because whether the change is big or small the 
compatibility issues are still visible and there was not enough time or resources to 
experiment with huge changes. So, it was decided to have timestamp in both versions. But 
the timestamp in version one has both date and time, while version two timestamp has only 
date. For the database connection to write and read data, we had the software versions send 
cql commands to the Cassandra instance which was listening to any cql requests through one 
port. With this, programming the four software versions was completed. 

6.4 Implementation 
 

After the setup and programming are completed the experiments were started. Code 
complexity was calculated. Then for network usage data we installed Wireshark tool and 
recorded the data while the different upgrade methods mentioned before were performed. 
Later time complexity was calculated. The same was done for both with and without Avro 
cases. 
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7 RESULTS 
 

The results are calculated by taking six Docker instances and testing the upgrades on 
them. We have considered three performance metrics namely code complexity, total time, 
Network usage and obtained these metrics values based on the two upgrade strategies with 
and without the use of Avro tool that we have considered in this experiment. 

 

7.1 Code complexity values: 
 

In figure 7.1, you can see the lines of code for both the software versions with and 
without Avro. Here the lines of code in the cases with Avro and without Avro for both the 
software versions was the same, because extra code was included to avoid any compatibility 
issues during the experiments. If the extra code was removed, then there would be a 
difference in the lines of code but that way the experiment can’t be performed properly. 
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Fig 7.1 Code complexity graph 

      

7.2 Time complexity values: 
 
Here we calculated the total time taken to complete the upgrades on our environment with 
six instances. Time was recorded by one while the other performed the upgrade. The time 
was started as soon as we started the upgrade process but not when the instances were 
started. It was ended as soon as all the instances were running version two of the software.  
For multiple upgrade, we upgraded two instances at a time. It was noticed that the time 
varied from person to person but remained constant for a single person. Below, figure 7.2 
shows a box plot graph of total time for 10 persons to perform the upgrade methods. 
Standard deviation values for total time to upgrade: 

 Single Upgrades: 25.36402 
 Multiple Upgrades: 37.95333 
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                                     Fig 7.2 Total Time graph 
 

7.3 Network usage values:  
 
The values below are calculated for 5 minutes which is the maximum time required to 
complete one step (upgrading single instance in case of single upgrades) in the process of 
upgrades. Wireshark was started and stopped in 5 minutes, which was the maximum time 
required to complete this one step. The values displayed below are that of the first instance 
among the 6 instances and the database in the first iteration of the experiment. Although 10 
iterations of the experiment were done, it was noticed that there was a negligible change 
between the values of these 10 iterations. The recorded data looked like that in tables 7.1 and 
7.2 below.  
 
For calculating the network usage, we performed 10 iterations hoping to obtain different 
network usage values in each iteration. Nothing was changed in between the 10 iterations, all 
the 10 iterations were performed in the same environment and by the same person. We were 
hoping to see difference in the values caused by hardware irregularities, or some unknown 
process running in the background etc. But apparently the changes were so small and 
negligible that they could be ignored. 
 
Considering single upgrades:  
 

Table 7.1 Network Usage values for single upgrades 
                         
 
 
 

Contents With AVRO Without AVRO 
Address A 172.17.0.2 172.17.0.2 
Address B 172.17.0.3 172.17.0.3 

Packets 29544 34728 
Mega Bytes 204.17 301.02 

Packets A to B 14214 16698 
Mega Bytes A to B 1.23 1.44 

Packets B to A 15330 18030 
Mega Bytes B to A 202.94 299.58 

Duration 115.27 111.43 
mbps A to B 8.670 10.435 
mbps B to A 1428.919 2169.073 
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Considering multiple upgrade values: 
 

Contents With Avro Without Avro 
Address A 172.17.0.2 172.17.0.2 
Address B 172.17.0.3 172.17.0.3 

Packets 14730 13718 
Mega Bytes 154.32 100.69 

Packets A to B 6996 7034 
Mega Bytes A to B 0.63 0.70 

Packets B to A 7734 6685 
Mega Bytes B to A 153.69 99.98 

Duration 109.88 107.65 
mbps A to B 0.046 0.052 
mbps B to A 11.302 7.470 

Table 7.2 Network usage values for multiple upgrades 
 
The graphs of the number of packets transferred between the first instance and the 

database in the 10 experimental iterations look as shown in the figures 7.5,7.6,7.7 and 7.8. 
The average was taken and the graphs 7.3 and 7.4 were plotted. The figures 7.3 and 7.4 show 
the difference between the packets and bytes of the four experimental cases i.e. single or 
multiple upgrade with and without Avro. To show the difference between the 10 iterations 
properly, table 7.3 has been plotted with the standard deviations of the 10 iterations in the 4 
cases. Also figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the box plot graphs of the variation with respect to 
bytes transferred from A to B in the 10 iterations. 
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Fig 7.3 Network usage in bytes graph 
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Fig 7.4 Network usage in packets graph 
 

 
Fig 7.5 Packets transferred from A to B during single upgrades 
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     Fig 7.6 Packets transferred from B to A during single upgrades 
 

 Single upgrades Multiple upgrades 

Packets from 
A to B 

With Avro 32.70423 9.167576 
Without 

Avro 112.7594 11.78935 

Packets from 
B to A 

With Avro 16.92992 12.32928 
Without 

Avro 17.91988 99.35397 

Table 7.3 Table for Standard deviation of Network usage values 
 

 
Fig 7.7 Packets transferred from A to B during multiple upgrades 
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    Fig 7.8 Packets transferred from B to A during multiple upgrades 
 

 
 

Fig 7.9 Bytes transferred from A to B with Avro 
 

 
 

Fig 7.10 Bytes transferred from A to B without Avro 
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8 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The analysis method used was statistical hypothesis testing, the method ANOVA was 
chosen to prove the hypothesis after referring to Ref. [19] [20]. ANOVA was run for both 
the cases with and without Avro, with single and multiple upgrades as two groups. The 
overview of the process is shown below: 
ANOVA formula, 
Total Sum of Squares =Sum of Squares between the Groups+ Sum of Squares within Groups 

Without Avro: 
Total Sum of Squares = 466558452.8 
Sum of Squares between the Groups = 466442769.8 
Sum of Squares within Groups = 115683 
Degree of freedom numerator = 1 
Degree of freedom denominator = 18 
F (1,18) =124.67 
Critical value = 4.41 
 
With Avro: 
Total Sum of Squares = 259620945 
Sum of Squares between the Groups = 259610562.5 
Sum of Squares within Groups =10382.5 
Degree of freedom numerator = 1 
Degree of freedom denominator = 18 
F (1,18) =2495.88 
Critical value = 4.41 
 
The Critical value is 4.41 in both the cases is lesser than the F ratio. Therefore, from the 

test we could conclude that the null hypothesis is incorrect. This means that the load on the 
network does vary with the type of upgrade method chosen. Hence, we should be careful 
while selecting the upgrade method. 

 

8.1 Answering RQ1: 
 

The effort we are calculating in our study is the code complexity and time taken. Code 
complexity is necessary to be checked so that we can reduce the effort of the programmer for 
maintaining backward compatibility and look for other possible alternatives. Network usage 
or load on the network is a performance metric needed to be calculated in order to determine 
the overhead caused by the chosen method to prevent compatibility issues. Knowing the 
overhead of these methods on the network will help us to determine the efficient methods 
which indirectly reduces the effort required in terms of cost and labor. Finally, the time taken 
to upgrade is also important because we cannot carelessly choose a method which is perfect 
for backward compatibility but creates a huge downtime for the service. This huge downtime 
will lead to a loss for the company. Choosing a good upgrade method for avoiding 
compatibility issues is important, but it is also important to see that the method is causing 
lesser overhead and takes as little time as possible for completion. 

  
We can see from the results section that the lines of code for with Avro is more than 

without Avro. This is because of the extra schema file the code with Avro requires. But in 
the example chosen we were not able to demonstrate that actually we need lesser lines of 
code when we use Avro. For example, if we are having a case where the second version is 
missing a value from version one, then we just need to include a default value in the schema 
file to solve the compatibility issue. But if we were to code it without Avro then we would 
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have to include an extra line or maybe even a loop. Hence, we can see that if we are not 
careful enough or do not choose wisely, even using Avro can be a bad decision. 

 
From the network usage results we can clearly see that using Avro reduces the load on the 

server and also the multiple upgrades have a lower overhead on the server. So using Avro 
with multiple upgrades is a good option. We have already proven that choosing a correct 
upgrade method is important to reduce the overhead on the network. From the graphs it is 
also clear that the network usage values have not varied to a great extent in the 10 iterations. 

 
We can see from the results that time taken for single upgrades is less than that of 

multiple upgrades strategy. But during the single upgrades we have to take a lot of care so 
that there are no compatibility issues. This is because in single upgrades while we upgrade 
one instance at a time the mix of different versions is more than in a multiple upgrade. In 
case of multiple upgrades, the compatibility issues are easier to handle but the downtime is 
more than that of single upgrades. 

 
The time recoded in the experiments was for the case with six instances arranged as 

shown in the figure 5.1. But in the real time scenario shown in the figure 8.1, we don’t 
always have the same instances writing and reading data from the database. If so, then the 
time for single and multiple upgrades will be approximately double of what we recorded. 
And also it won’t be just 6 instances if we were to say there were n instances then the time 
will be approximately n times more than what we recorded. Also managing the backward 
compatibility is bound to be a lot harder and the overhead on the server will be a lot higher. 
If not managed properly this leads to a lot of problems. 

 
Suppose,  
   X is the time for our experimental setup 
Then, 
   2X is the time for real-time scenario 
Scaling it to n times its, 
   2nX approximately 
 
The effort required to manage such a huge number of systems is a lot. If we are not able 

to manage these compatibility issues they might even lead to problems like server crash and 
later a loss in the business. The investment to maintain such huge servers and the labor cost 
is pretty high. In order to reduce the effort, put on the system we have proposed a tool. 

8.2 Answering RQ2: 
 

 
Fig 8.1 Real time setup 
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In the real time scenario there are some n number of instances writing and reading data 

from the database. When we upgrade we have to first upgrade the instances reading the data 
and then those writing the data to avoid compatibility issues. But if we were to introduce a 
tool in between the database and the reading instances as shown in the figure 7.2, such that 
this tool handles the compatibility issues then the effort is reduced by approximately half i.e. 
nX. 

 
Fig 8.2 Real time setup with the proposed tool 

 
This tool we proposed has the following features: 

 Contains the details needed to avoid compatibility issues about all the software 
versions in the server. 

 Is able to determine which version a certain data is associated with. 
 Is able to attach the necessary details to the data that are required to avoid 

compatibility issues. 
 Is able to determine the details of the software version not needed anymore and 

discard the unnecessary data. 
 
Having such a tool greatly reduces the effort during the upgrades as now with this tool in 
position we can simply load the tool with the necessary data instead of upgrading all the 
instances reading the data and directly proceed with upgrading the instances writing the data. 
Of course, There are other methods to reduce this effort. Methods like making proper use of 
the Avro or other such tools, using single or multiple upgrade methods as required etc. In 
this document the solution mostly for reducing time effort was proposed but it depends on 
the company to choose which effort to focus on. Some companies focus on reducing the time 
while others reduce the money invested, it depends on the company to choose which effort to 
reduce. 
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9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
We can see that the tool greatly reduces the effort we put in to avoid backward 

compatibility issues. It might not completely erase all the compatibility issues but most of 
them are eliminated. The total time to perform upgrades and the load on the network are 
reduced. 

 
The hypothesis that load on the network is dependent on the upgrade method chosen has 

also been proven true. So the companies have to also take load on the network into 
consideration before choosing their upgrade method. If not careful they could end up putting 
a lot of load on the network, which might lead to a server crash or the company investing a 
lot in their equipment. 

 
From the experimental results, it can be seen that the multiple upgrades have a lesser load 

on the network and also code with Avro has a lesser overhead. The total time is more in case 
of multiple upgrades strategy. But it completely depends on the developers and the decision 
making panel on how they manage the compatibility issues and which methods they choose. 
Will they give priority to the overhead on the network or the time taken to perform the 
upgrades?  We have proposed a tool to reduce both these factors by quite a bit. The 
developers are responsible for using tools like Avro to their full potential and reduce the 
compatibility issues with least code complexity as possible. But it does not mean that Avro is 
a good solution, sometimes even using Avro could be a bad decision as was in our case. 

 
Finally, from all the results and analysis we could say that the effort required to reduce 

compatibility issues could be reduced in many ways. The decision is up to the companies, 
whether they would like to save money while deliberately wasting some time or whether 
they are willing to invest more. We have presented some of the possibilities like using Avro 
with multiple upgrade method or Avro with single upgrade method.  

 
For future research, we could actually develop the above proposed tool and test to see if it 

will actually work as expected. We could also research further on this topic and see if we 
could propose even better features for the tool. Also the research could be performed in an 
environment with more number of instances and bigger change between the software 
versions. 
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APPENDIX 
 

9.1 Inserting and Querying from Cassandra  
 
CQL language which is similar to SQL is used to communicate with Cassandra and the 

commands are specified below: 
First we have to create a keyspace using the following command: 
  ------- CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = {‘class’:  ‘strategy name’ , 

‘replication_factor’: 1} AND  DURABLE_WRITES = false; 
 
To display the keyspaces created use this command: 
  ------   DESCRIBE keyspaces; 
To use a keyspace use this command:  
 -------   USE k1; 
To alter the keyspace that is we can change the properties such as strategy name and 

replication factor using the command: 
  -------  ALTER KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = {‘class’:  ‘strategy name’ , 

‘replication_factor’: 1} AND  DURABLE_WRITES = false; 
 
To drop the keyspace if needed we can use the command: 
-------   DROP keyspace k1; 
 
To create a table in that keyspace use the following command: 
 ------- CREATE TABLE tablename( 
                Column1 name datatype PRIMARYKEY, 
                Column2 name data type, 
                Column 3 name data type, 
               PRIMARY KEY (column1) 
) 
 
 The insert command is given below: 
 INSERT INTO tablename ( id, age, state) VALUES (‘user123’, 42, ‘TX’); 
To verify the table whether it is created or not use the following command: 
 SELECT * FROM tablename; 
 
As we have used JSON format in this study the commands used for inserting and 

querying are: 
 INSERT INTO tablename ‘{“id”: “user123” , “age”: 42 , “state” : “TX”}’; 
SELECT JSON * FROM tablename; 
  
The expected result could be 
[json] 
{“id”: “user123”, “age”: 42 , “state”: “TX”} 
 

9.2 PROGRAMMING  PART  
 
WITH AVRO1   
 
DEPENDENCIES (POM.XML) 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd"> 

        <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion> 

 

        <groupId>com.example.avro</groupId> 

        <artifactId>avro</artifactId> 

        <version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version> 

        <packaging>jar</packaging> 

 

        <description>A simple project to start with VRaptor 

4</description> 

 

        <properties> 

                <project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-

8</project.build.sourceEncoding> 

        </properties> 

 

        <dependencies> 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>br.com.caelum</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>vraptor</artifactId> 

                        <version>4.0.0-RC1</version> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        

<groupId>org.jboss.weld.servlet</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>weld-servlet</artifactId> 

                        <version>2.1.2.Final</version> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>javax.el</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>el-api</artifactId> 

                        <version>2.2</version> 

                        <scope>provided</scope> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>javax.servlet</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>jstl</artifactId> 

                        <version>1.2</version> 

 </dependency> 

              <dependency> 

                       <groupId>org.apache.avro</groupId> 

                      <artifactId>Avro</artifactId> 

                      <version>1.8.1</version> 

            </dependency> 

                <dependency> 

        <groupId>com.datastax.cassandra</groupId> 

        <artifactId>cassandra-driver-core</artifactId> 

        <version>3.0.0</version> 

      </dependency> 
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<dependency> 

        <groupId>org.json</groupId> 

        <artifactId>json</artifactId> 

        <version>20160212</version> 

    </dependency> 

    <dependency> 

        <groupId>com.googlecode.json-simple</groupId> 

        <artifactId>json-simple</artifactId> 

        <version>1.1.1</version> 

    </dependency> 

        </dependencies> 

 

        <build> 

                

<outputDirectory>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-

INF/classes</outputDirectory> 

                <plugins> 

                        <plugin> 

                                

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>maven-compiler-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>3.1</version> 

                                <configuration> 

                                        <source>1.7</source> 

                                        <target>1.7</target> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

 

                        <plugin> 

<artifactId>maven-eclipse-plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>2.8</version> 

                                <configuration> 

                                        

<downloadSources>true</downloadSources> 

                                        

<downloadJavadocs>true</downloadJavadocs> 

                                        

<wtpversion>2.0</wtpversion> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

 

                        <plugin> 

                                

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>maven-war-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>2.4</version> 

                        </plugin> 

<plugin> 

  <groupId>org.apache.avro</groupId> 

  <artifactId>Avro-maven-plugin</artifactId> 

  <version>1.8.1</version> 

  <executions> 

    <execution> 

      <phase>generate-sources</phase> 
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      <goals> 

        <goal>schema</goal> 

      </goals> 

      <configuration> 

        

<sourceDirectory>${project.basedir}/src/main/java/com/example/

avro/</sourceDirectory> 

        

<outputDirectory>${project.basedir}/src/main/java/com/example/

avro/</outputDirectory> 

      </configuration> 

    </execution> 

  </executions> 

</plugin> 

                        <plugin> 

                                

<groupId>org.eclipse.jetty</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>jetty-maven-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                

<version>9.1.1.v20140108</version> 

                                                                

<configuration> 

                                        <webApp> 

                                                

<contextPath>/${project.build.finalName}</contextPath> 

                                                

<jettyEnvXml>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/jetty-

env.xml</jettyEnvXml> 

                                        </webApp> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

                </plugins> 

        </build> 

</project> 
 
SCHEMA FILE (for version1) 
{“namespace”: “example.avro”, 
  “type” : “record”, 
 “name”: “User”, 
  “fields” : [ 
         {“name”: “srno”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “id”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “age”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “state”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “time”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
          {“name”: “version”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]} 
    ] 
 
SCHEMA FILE (for version2) 
{“namespace”: “example.avro”, 
  “type” : “record”, 
 “name”: “User”, 
  “fields” : [ 
         {“name”: “srno”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
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         {“name”: “id”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “age”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “state”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
         {“name”: “time”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
          {“name”: “version”,”type”:[“string”,”null”], “default”:”unavailable”} 
    ] 
  
PROGRAM 
package com.example.cassandra.avro; 

 

import java.io.*; 

import example.avro.User; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

import org.apache.avro.file.*; 

import org.apache.avro.io.*; 

import org.apache.avro.specific.*; 

 

 

public class Avro{ 

 

private Cluster cluster; 

 

   public void connect(String node) { 

        String str1 = "user123"; 

        String str2 = "TX"; 

        char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

        int index=0,aged=0,age=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0,sr=0; 

        String id=null; 

        char[] c = new char[10]; 

        String dat=""; 

        String tim=""; 

        String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

        cluster = 

Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

        Session session = cluster.connect(); 

        session.execute("USE k1"); 

        String version=""; 

        for(int i=0;i<4;i++) 

        { 

                version="v1"; 

                for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

                { 

                        index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

c[j]=a[index]; 

                        if(age<20) 

                                age+=index; 

                } 

                mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

                d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

                y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 
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                h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

                m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

 

                timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

                str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

 

                str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

        if(i==0){ 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

        if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

        sr=row.getInt("srno"); 

 

        }} 

        //session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication 

= {'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

        //session.execute("USE k1"); 

        //session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int 

PRIMARY KEY,id text, age int, state text);"); 

        //session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'{\"srno\":\""+i+"\", \"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", 

\"state\": \""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\"}';"); 

        sr = sr+1; 

        User userJson = new 

User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

        session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'"+userJson+"';"); 

        age=0; 

 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

// Construct via builder 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

        System.out.println("----------------------------------

----------VERSION 1-------------------------------------------

"); 

        int temp = 0; 

        try{ 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

        if (temp == 0) { 

                User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

        dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        temp++; 
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        } 

        else { 

               User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        } 

 

        // aged=row.getInt("age"); 

        // str2=row.getString("state"); 

        // timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

        // version=row.getString("version"); 

       // System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

       // System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

       // System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

        { 

                char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

                if(ch=='T') 

                { 

                tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

                break; 

} 

                else 

                 { 

                dat=dat+""+ch; 

                } 

        } 

        else 

                dat=timdat; 

        //System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        {//System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

        dat="";} 

        System.out.println(""); 

        } 

dataFileWriter.close(); 

File file = new File("users1.avro"); 

 

// Deserialize Users from disk 

DatumReader<User> userDatumReader = new 

SpecificDatumReader<User>(User.class); 

DataFileReader<User> dataFileReader = new 

DataFileReader<User>(file, userDatumReader); 

User user = null; 

while (dataFileReader.hasNext()) { 

// Reuse user object by passing it to next(). This saves us 

from 

// allocating and garbage collecting many objects for files 

with 

// many items. 

user = dataFileReader.next(user); 

System.out.println(user); 

} 
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} 

catch(IOException ex){ 

        System.out.println("IOException"); 

} 

  } 

} 

      public void close() { 

      cluster.close(); 

   } 

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException{ 

Avro client = new Avro(); 

      client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

      client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

 

 

OUTPUT 
Run Command: java -cp /home/avro/target/avro-1.0-
SNAPSHOT.jar:/home/avro-1.8.1.jar:/home/json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:/home/jackson-core-asl-

1.9.13.jar:/home/jackson-mapper-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.cassandra.avro.avro  

 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 1---------

---------------------------------- 

 

{"srno": 5, "id": "OTdab", "age": 20, "state": "WfbbW", 

"time": "2018-6-3T3:6:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 10, "id": "UbTaW", "age": 25, "state": "afOVa", 

"time": "2097-1-16T2:26:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 13, "id": "bmgec", "age": 20, "state": "gVnWV", 

"time": "2019-6-23T3:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 11, "id": "OfbdT", "age": 24, "state": "TnUfe", 

"time": "2002-1-10T17:40:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 1, "id": "UnegV", "age": 31, "state": "aOfmV", 

"time": "2071-6-23T6:44:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 8, "id": "TaagT", "age": 20, "state": "cbfOn", 

"time": "2075-4-23T21:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 2, "id": "gOdeT", "age": 25, "state": "dmdOc", 

"time": "2002-10-19T1:42:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 4, "id": "ccbaa", "age": 26, "state": "ddmnd", 

"time": "2040-6-20T17:1:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 7, "id": "ceWUf", "age": 24, "state": "amdOg", 

"time": "2061-3-20T10:19:00", "version": "v1"} 

 
 
 With AVRO(upgraded version 2) 
 
PROGRAM  
package com.example.cassandra.avro; 
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import java.io.File; 

 

import java.io.IOException; 

import example.avro.User; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

import org.apache.avro.file.DataFileReader; 

 

import org.apache.avro.file.DataFileWriter; 

 

import org.apache.avro.io.*; 

import org.apache.avro.specific.*; 

import java.io.IOException; 

public class Avro{ 

 

private Cluster cluster; 

 

   public void connect(String node) { 

        String str1 = "user123"; 

        String str2 = "TX"; 

        char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

        int index=0,aged=0,age=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0,sr=0; 

        String id=null; 

        char[] c = new char[10]; 

        String dat=""; 

        String tim=""; 

        String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

        cluster = 

Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

        Session session = cluster.connect(); 

        session.execute("USE k1"); 

        String version=""; 

        for(int i=0;i<4;i++) 

        { 

                version="v2"; 

                for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

                { 

                        index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

                        c[j]=a[index]; 

                        if(age<20) 

                                age+=index; 

                } 

                mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

                d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

                y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

                //h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

                //m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

 

                timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d;//+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

                str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 
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                str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

        if(i==0){ 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

        if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

        sr=row.getInt("srno"); 

 

        }} 

        //session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication 

= {'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

        //session.execute("USE k1"); 

        //session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int 

PRIMARY KEY,id text, age int, state text);"); 

        //session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'{\"srno\":\""+i+"\", \"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", 

\"state\": \""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\"}';"); 

        sr = sr+1; 

        User userJson = new 

User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

        session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'"+userJson+"';"); 

        age=0; 

 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

// Construct via builder 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

        System.out.println("----------------------------------

----------VERSION 2-------------------------------------------

"); 

        int temp = 0; 

        try{ 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

        if (temp == 0) { 

                User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

        dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        temp++; 

        } 

        else { 

               User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 
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        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        } 

 

        /*if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

        { 

                char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

                if(ch=='T') 

        User userJson = new 

User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

        session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'"+userJson+"';"); 

        age=0; 

 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

// Construct via builder 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

        System.out.println("----------------------------------

----------VERSION 2-------------------------------------------

"); 

        int temp = 0; 

        try{ 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

        if (temp == 0) { 

                User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

        dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        temp++; 

        } 

        else { 

               User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), 

row.getString("id"), row.getInt("age"), 

row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

        dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

        } 

 

       // System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

       // System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

       // System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

        /*if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

        { 

                char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

                if(ch=='T') 

               { 
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                tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

                break; 

                } 

                else 

                 { 

                dat=dat+""+ch; 

                } 

        } 

        else 

                dat=timdat; 

        //System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        {//System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

        dat="";} 

        System.out.println(""); 

        }*/ 

dataFileWriter.close(); 

File file = new File("users1.avro"); 

 

 

// Deserialize Users from disk 

DatumReader<User> userDatumReader = new 

SpecificDatumReader<User>(User.class); 

DataFileReader<User> dataFileReader = new 

DataFileReader<User>(file, userDatumReader); 

User user = null; 

while (dataFileReader.hasNext()) { 

// Reuse user object by passing it to next(). This saves us 

from 

// allocating and garbage collecting many objects for files 

with 

// many items. 

user = dataFileReader.next(user); 

System.out.println(user); 

} 

} 

catch(IOException ex){ 

        System.out.println("IOException"); 

} 

  } 

} 

      public void close() { 

      cluster.close(); 

   } 

 

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException{ 

Avro client = new Avro(); 

      client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

      client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

 

OUTPUT 

Run Command: java -cp /home/avro/target/avro-1.0-

SNAPSHOT.jar:/home/avro-1.8.1.jar:/home/json-simple-
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1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:/home/jackson-core-asl-

1.9.13.jar:/home/jackson-mapper-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.cassandra.avro.avro  

 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 2---------

---------------------------------- 

{"srno": 23, "id": "gTVOm", "age": 23, "state": "dcege", 

"time": "2004-1-12", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 5, "id": "Odmmm", "age": 26, "state": "bfWOb", 

"time": "2066-6-18T1:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 10, "id": "mdnag", "age": 24, "state": "bnTeT", 

"time": "2028-7-10T1:57:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 16, "id": "Tafdc", "age": 20, "state": "TaeTf", 

"time": "2056-6-2T11:14:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 13, "id": "gTadm", "age": 23, "state": "UefTW", 

"time": "2062-2-19T17:21:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 11, "id": "TTWgO", "age": 20, "state": "aebab", 

"time": "2034-9-22T21:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 1, "id": "UnegV", "age": 31, "state": "aOfmV", 

"time": "2071-6-23T6:44:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 19, "id": "WTUbT", "age": 23, "state": "addWe", 

"time": "2057-5-22", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 8, "id": "UVmWn", "age": 23, "state": "cgVgn", 

"time": "2076-7-9T21:5:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 2, "id": "gOdeT", "age": 25, "state": "dmdOc", 

"time": "2002-10-19T1:42:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 4, "id": "Wdgad", "age": 25, "state": "mVnca", 

"time": "2063-1-24T7:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 18, "id": "fOWbf", "age": 32, "state": "enUac", 

"time": "2093-9-25", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 15, "id": "efnne", "age": 21, "state": "aTdVU", 

"time": "2042-3-9T20:27:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 22, "id": "nTgdc", "age": 20, "state": "WaWdV", 

"time": "2056-3-3", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 27, "id": "cbneU", "age": 22, "state": "bnmTn", 

"time": "2034-5-4T18:47:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 20, "id": "bmdce", "age": 28, "state": "cOdnU", 

"time": "2082-1-19", "version": "v2"} 

 
 
Without Avro1 
 DEPENDENCIES (POM.XML) 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd"> 

        <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion> 

 

        <groupId>com.example.json</groupId> 

        <artifactId>Json-client</artifactId> 

        <version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version> 

        <packaging>jar</packaging> 
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        <description>A simple project to start with VRaptor 

4</description> 

 

        <properties> 

                <project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-

8</project.build.sourceEncoding> 

        </properties> 

 

        <dependencies> 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>br.com.caelum</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>vraptor</artifactId> 

                        <version>4.0.0-RC1</version> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        

<groupId>org.jboss.weld.servlet</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>weld-servlet</artifactId> 

                        <version>2.1.2.Final</version> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>javax.el</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>el-api</artifactId> 

                        <version>2.2</version> 

                        <scope>provided</scope> 

                </dependency> 

 

                <dependency> 

                        <groupId>javax.servlet</groupId> 

                        <artifactId>jstl</artifactId> 

                        <version>1.2</version> 

 </dependency> 

 <dependency> 

         <groupId>junit</groupId> 

         <artifactId>junit</artifactId> 

         <version>3.8.1</version> 

         <scope>test</scope> 

      </dependency> 

      <dependency> 

        <groupId>com.datastax.cassandra</groupId> 

        <artifactId>cassandra-driver-core</artifactId> 

        <version>3.0.0</version> 

      </dependency> 

      <dependency> 

        <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId> 

        <artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId> 

        <version>1.7.20</version> 

     </dependency> 

     <dependency> 

        <groupId>io.dropwizard.metrics</groupId> 

        <artifactId>metrics-core</artifactId> 

        <version>3.1.2</version> 

    </dependency> 
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    <dependency> 

        <groupId>com.google.guava</groupId> 

        <artifactId>guava</artifactId> 

        <version>19.0</version> 

    </dependency> 

    <dependency> 

        <groupId>io.netty</groupId> 

        <artifactId>netty-all</artifactId> 

        <version>4.0.35.Final</version> 

    </dependency> 

        <dependency> 

        <groupId>org.json</groupId> 

        <artifactId>json</artifactId> 

        <version>20160212</version> 

    </dependency> 

    <dependency> 

        <groupId>com.googlecode.json-simple</groupId> 

        <artifactId>json-simple</artifactId> 

        <version>1.1.1</version> 

    </dependency> 

 

        </dependencies> 

 

        <build> 

                

<outputDirectory>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-

INF/classes</outputDirectory> 

                <plugins> 

                        <plugin> 

                                

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>maven-compiler-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>3.1</version> 

                                <configuration> 

                                        <source>1.7</source> 

                                        <target>1.7</target> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

 

                        <plugin> 

                                <artifactId>maven-eclipse-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>2.8</version> 

                                <configuration> 

                                        

<downloadSources>true</downloadSources> 

                                        

<downloadJavadocs>true</downloadJavadocs> 

                                        

<wtpversion>2.0</wtpversion> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

 

                        <plugin> 
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<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>maven-war-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                <version>2.4</version> 

                         </plugin> 

 

                        <plugin> 

                                

<groupId>org.eclipse.jetty</groupId> 

                                <artifactId>jetty-maven-

plugin</artifactId> 

                                

<version>9.1.1.v20140108</version> 

                                <configuration> 

                                        <webApp> 

                                                

<contextPath>/${project.build.finalName}</contextPath> 

                                                

<jettyEnvXml>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/jetty-

env.xml</jettyEnvXml> 

                                        </webApp> 

                                </configuration> 

                        </plugin> 

                </plugins> 

        </build> 

</project> 

                                                                                                

PROGRAM 

 
package com.example.json; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

 

public class JsonEncodeDemo{ 

 

 private Cluster cluster; 

 

   public void connect(String node) { 

        String str1 = "user123"; 

        String str2 = "TX"; 

        char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

        int index=0,aged=0,age=0,sr=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0; 

        String id=null; 

        char[] c = new char[10]; 

        String dat=""; 

        String tim=""; 

        String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

        String version=""; 
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        cluster = 

Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

        Session session = cluster.connect(); 

        session.execute("USE k1"); 

        for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

        { 

                for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

                { 

                        index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

                        c[j]=a[index]; 

                        if(age<20) 

                                age+=index; 

                } 

                mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

                d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

                y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

                h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

                m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

  timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

                str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

                str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

        if(i==0){ 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

        System.out.println(rs); 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

 if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

         sr=row.getInt("srno");}} 

        //session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication 

= {'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

        //session.execute("USE k1"); 

        //session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int 

PRIMARY KEY,id text, age int, state text,Time text,version 

text);"); 

        sr=sr+1; 

        session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'{\"srno\":\""+sr+"\", \"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", 

\"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\",\"version\":\"v1\"}';"); 

        age=0; 

 

} 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

        System.out.println("----------------------------------

----------VERSION 1-------------------------------------------

"); 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

         id=row.getString("id"); 

         aged=row.getInt("age"); 

         str2=row.getString("state"); 

         timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

         version=row.getString("version"); 

        System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

        System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 
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        System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

        { 

                char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

                if(ch=='T') 

 { 

                tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

                break; 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                dat=dat+""+ch; 

                } 

        } 

        else 

                dat=timdat; 

        System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        {System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

        dat="";} 

        System.out.println(""); 

 

  } 

} 

 

      public void close() { 

      cluster.close(); 

   } 

 

   public static void main(String[] args) { 

      JsonEncodeDemo client = new JsonEncodeDemo(); 

      client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

      client.close(); 

   } 

} 

 

OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 

 java -cp target/Json-client-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:../json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:../jackson-mapper-asl-

1.9.13.jar:../jackson-core-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.json.JsonEncodeDemo 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 1---------

---------------------------------- 

name::gTVOm; age::23; state::dcege; 

Date::2004-1-12;  

name::geVmm; age::29; state::egeff; 

Date::2004-1-122065-3-1; Time::4:26:0; 

name::WmdaT; age::20; state::mcnfO; 

Date::2037-6-13; Time::13:48:0; 

name::bcebc; age::27; state::bnnUe; 

Date::2096-10-25; Time::15:0:0; 
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name::anfcc; age::27; state::TaTVg; 

Date::2094-9-9; Time::11:13:0; 

name::Tafdc; age::20; state::TaeTf; 

Date::2056-6-2; Time::11:14:0; 

name::eOdOm; age::20; state::WfnWg; 

Date::2072-2-7; Time::23:6:0; 

name::aUcWc; age::28; state::fbfnU; 

Date::2021-4-16; Time::8:14:0; 

name::cmemW; age::22; state::Tnbbm; 

Date::2028-9-13; Time::4:23:0; 

name::UnegV; age::31; state::aOfmV; 

Date::2071-6-23; Time::6:44:0; 

name::WTUbT; age::23; state::addWe; 

Date::2057-5-22;  

 
Non Avro2 
package com.example.json; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

 

public class JsonEncodeDemo{ 

 

 private Cluster cluster; 

 

   public void connect(String node) { 

        String str1 = "user123"; 

        String str2 = "TX"; 

        char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

        int index=0,aged=0,age=0,sr=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0; 

        String id=null; 

        char[] c = new char[10]; 

        String dat=""; 

        String tim=""; 

        String version=""; 

        String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

        cluster = 

Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

        Session session = cluster.connect(); 

        session.execute("USE k1"); 

        for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

        { 

                for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

                { 

                        index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

                        c[j]=a[index]; 

                        if(age<20) 

                                age+=index; 

                } 

                mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

                d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 
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                y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

 

                timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d; 

str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

                str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

        if(i==0){ 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

        System.out.println(rs); 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

                if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

                 sr=row.getInt("srno");}} 

        //session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication 

= {'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

        //session.execute("USE k1"); 

        //session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int 

PRIMARY KEY,id text, age int, state text,Time text,version 

text);"); 

        sr=sr+1; 

        session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON 

'{\"srno\":\""+sr+"\", \"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", 

\"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\",\"version\":\"v2\"}';"); 

        age=0; 

} 

 

        String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

        ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

        System.out.println("----------------------------------

--------VERSION 2----------------------------------------"); 

        for (Row row : rs) { 

         id=row.getString("id"); 

         aged=row.getInt("age"); 

         str2=row.getString("state"); 

         timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

         version=row.getString("version"); 

        System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

        System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

        System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

        { 

                char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

                if(ch=='T') 

                { 

                tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

  break; 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                dat=dat+""+ch; 

                } 

        } 

        else 

                dat=timdat; 
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        System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

        if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

        {System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

        dat="";} 

        System.out.println(""); 

        } 

} 

      public void close() { 

      cluster.close(); 

   } 

 

   public static void main(String[] args) { 

      JsonEncodeDemo client = new JsonEncodeDemo(); 

      client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

      client.close(); 

   } 

} 

 

 

 

OUTPUT 

java -cp target/Json-client-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:../json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:../jackson-mapper-asl-

1.9.13.jar:../jackson-core-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.json.JsonEncodeDemo 

------------------------------------------VERSION 2-----------

----------------------------- 

name::gTVOm; age::23; state::dcege; 

Date::2004-1-12;  

name::Odmmm; age::26; state::bfWOb; 

Date::2004-1-122066-6-18; Time::1:8:0; 

name::mdnag; age::24; state::bnTeT; 

Date::2028-7-10; Time::1:57:0; 

name::Tafdc; age::20; state::TaeTf; 

Date::2056-6-2; Time::11:14:0; 

name::gTadm; age::23; state::UefTW; 

Date::2062-2-19; Time::17:21:0; 

name::TTWgO; age::20; state::aebab; 

Date::2034-9-22; Time::21:8:0; 

name::UnegV; age::31; state::aOfmV; 

Date::2071-6-23; Time::6:44:0; 

name::WTUbT; age::23; state::addWe; 

Date::2057-5-22;  

name::UVmWn; age::23; state::cgVgn; 

Date::2057-5-222076-7-9; Time::21:5:0; 

name::gOdeT; age::25; state::dmdOc; 

Date::2002-10-19; Time::1:42:0; 

name::Wdgad; age::25; state::mVnca; 

Date::2063-1-24; Time::7:8:0; 

name::fOWbf; age::32; state::enUac; 

Date::2093-9-25;  

name::efnne; age::21; state::aTdVU; 

Date::2093-9-252042-3-9; Time::20:27:0; 

name::nTgdc; age::20; state::WaWdV; 
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Date::2056-3-3;  

name::bmdce; age::28; state::cOdnU; 

Date::2082-1-19;  

name::ccfdc; age::22; state::nVdOf; 

Date::2082-1-192097-4-13; Time::8:30:0; 

name::dOnne; age::24; state::dWUWf; 

Date::2033-3-2; Time::19:26:0; 

 


